
The best natural and safe alternative to cosmetic surgery and Botox.

The action of jade rolling and Gua sha lifting together increases circulation and rids your skin of toxins via lymphatic drainage. Increased blood 
flow means your facial muscles will improve in their tone, effectively carving out the cheekbones and jawline. Wrinkles will be smoothed 
increased blood flow will act detoxifying to the skin, and lead to more brightness, clarity, and a glowing complexion. Two rollers can be used 
in tandem during a facial. During a facial you may cool down the jade by placing the roller in the fridge, then use it to effectively reduce dark 
under-eye circles, or use the jade stones with any serum to help it penetrate more deeply into the skin!

Jade is believed to heal stressed organs and discharge toxins. It slows the process of cell aging by promoting turnover, and strengthens the 
body’s natural defenses and healing power by increasing chi, a revitalizing energy in the body. In the same way that your body feels alive and 
refreshed after cardio, Jade rolling will have the same effect on the facial muscles.

Jade has a long-standing reputation as a prized gemstone in many parts of the world. Chinese medicine refers to jade as the “Stone of Heav-
en”. Jade has been known to relax the nervous system, and aid in the removal of toxins. Jade represents health, wealth, longevity and prosperi-
ty. It is said that it has been used by the Mayans and African Egyptians as a massage and meditation tool for over 5000 years.

Jade stones are non-porous and do not harbor bacteria, no added dyes in our rollers.

A:KARELL JADE ROLLER & GUA SHA SET INSTRUCTIONS.
The perfect Anti-aging tools

Let  your skincare routine become 

an everyday ritual A:Karell ® 



Nose, lips and chin
Using the large roller, work from the nose out to the ear. 
Continue with upper lip, lower lip and the chin.  At the 
chin follow along the lower jaw line to under the ear lobe. 
Then repeat with the other side.

Direction:
Gently glide the A:KARELL Jade Roller over clean skin 2-3 times daily for 5-10 minutes. 
The roller is moved with just the weight of  the roller pressing the skin. No additional 
pressure is needed or of benefit. Can be used before application of make up or whilst 
applying cream to encourage deeper penetration of skincare products.

Jawline and neck
Starting on the chin, work from the center outward 
and upward on the cheeks. Then at the center, make 
sweeping rolls under the chin toward the collar bone, 
working outwards to the sides of the neck.

Eyes.
Using the smaller roller, work the lids and under eye 
area. Continue rolling in strips from the corner of the 
eye to the ear with the small roller.

Forehead.
From the center of the forehead, moving either left 
or right, begin at the hairline, rolling slowly toward 
the ear. Repeat 3 to 6 times over the same aera.

For sinus pain and pressure.
Dampen a washcloth and microwave about 10 seconds. Place 
over your forehead, eyes and cheekbones. then, starting just 
above your eyebrows, using smaller roller, roll from the center 
of your face as indicated and continue down to just below your 
cheekbones.

Cleaning:
Jade can be wiped gently with a soft damp cloth and then 
dried with an absorbant soft cloth. It is good to leave it on a 
cloth or towel for a little while after cleaning to make sure it 
is completly dry before putting it into the pouch. Never wipe 
Jade with very hot water or soak it in water. Also, do not 
expose Jade to harsh chemicals or cleaning agents as it would 
erode the finish and polish.

A:KARELL JADE ROLLER
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1) Third Eye: Stroke from the middle of your eyebrows and up to your hairline. This area activates healing.

2) Lower forehead: Sweep from the center of the forehead above your eyebrows going out to your temples.

3) Under eyebrow: Use the curved part of your gua sha tool to scrape the area underneath your eyebrow and 
above your eyes. Stay on the bone of the brow.

4) Under the eyes: Slowly and lightly stroke the area where your eye bags typically show. Start from the side 
of your nose and go up to your temple. Imagine moving the stagnant lymph from the middle of your face up to 
the temple and all the way to the hairline.

5) Cheek: Do the same sweeping motion for the cheek area. Go from the side of your nose, across your cheek, 
and up again to the middle of your ear.

6) Mouth area: Do the same for the mouth area again sweeping the lymph upward to your ear.

7) Chin: Sweep from the middle of your face, under your lower lip and to the earlobe.

8) Under chin: Scrape from the soft area under your chin to the bottom of your ear.

9) Neck: Finally, it’s time to scrape from your jaw and earlobe down to the middle of your collarbone.

10) The nose: From up to down. beneficial for relieving allergy symptoms like sinus or head 
congestion, red itchy eyes, sneezing and runny nose. 

11) The big sweep: Collect all the lymph you’ve moved to the side of the face and dump it to your lymphatic 
drainage. Sweep from the center of your forehead right under your hairline, down to your temple, down to your 
ear until you reach your neck and terminus area. Do several times for a clean sweep. 

12) Now do the other side.

A:KARELL GUA SHA  Target zone for facial treatment
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Board attached to the 
lower part of the eye 
gently from the inside 
corner to the outside 
corner of the lower 
side.

Use the A:KARELL Gua sha over clean skin 2-3 times daily 
for 5-10 minutes.
You may apply mild pressure, and gradually increase intensity 
to determine how much force you can handle.

Fingers, Nose, Chin

Pits

Bump

Forehead, Neck, Cheeks 

Massage and acupuncture
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